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About This Game

Step into a stunning make-believe world in the first 3D hidden object adventure! The king's daughter has turned into a man-
eating monster, and either you find the cure, or it's off with your head! Put your keen powers of observation to work as you

search 14 eye-popping locations for clues, perform tasks for a variety of comical characters, and solve over 100 cunning
puzzles. If you enjoy original and exciting games, Elementary My Dear Majesty is for you!
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Awesome reticule and camo, worth it.. Just the standard time based strategy game, very much like the mobile ones. I really
enjoy these games and this one is no different.. Relaxing, fun, pretty, psychedelic, unique game. Whenever I need to relax after
some zombies or killer robots, A quick round of BLARP! never fails to calm me down and put a smile on my face. Love it.. 10
out of 10 love declarations to a grasshopper xD. Absolutely the worse game. Game "Failed to initialze the engine", and
"Runtime Error R6025 - pure virtual function call". I tried googling and no luck.. I like the music, graphic and level designs. As
a fan of Mario and Rayman, I definitely recommend this game. What's more, the skin of it is also very adorable.
However, I haven't finished the whole game yet. Just in World two, because some levels need skills. I will get more updated
after the weekend!. I would only recommend this to the hard core HO collector or if it's on sale. 5 out of the 6 games are basic,
without the extra features you see in "collector's edition" versions of the game that sometimes make them replayable, like extra
chapters, hidden extra objects to correct on each screen, in-game achievements, etc. I played a couple of them before without
realizing it until I started them here, because they weren't that memorable.

A couple of them have interesting takes on HOS, though, such as having to use the objects you already found to interact with
and find further objects in the scene. Some of them have interesting art and storylies that are a bit different than the normal
stuff you see in these types of games.

However, the real star of the bundle, and the reason to get this, at least when it's sale, is Other Side: Tower of Souls. It has a very
different story line with some really off-th-wall characters that you have to figure out how to defeat. The cheshire cat buddy you
have to help you out is kind of funny, and there's even a shop where you spend paw print coins you find throughout the game to
get hint recharge items.

The Other Side is very replayable, especially if like me you select expert mode and realize that it is actually quite difficult and
have to skip a couple of mini games (that stupid moon puzzle argh). I'm going to have to go back and play easy mode to see if I
can beat them for the achievements and also to find nearly 20 of the 100 paw prints I somehow missed I the game despite
diligent searching. The only negative to this game is there is a *lot* of reading, long journal entries everywhere, endless
dialogue, which is a crutch by game designers to data dump the story on players. Also too many long cutscenes, nearly every
new screen you get too. But you don't really need to read\/watch these to get the gist of the story, and can skip them.

This game really needs Achievements, even if they're only tied to The Other Side: Tower of Souls in-game achievements..
IMPORTANT NEWS:

Arrow keys work again! Change driving controls from WASD to Arrows in the Game Options! (So glad to be playing this game
again). This is some really good music. :D
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Quantum Conscience is a visual novel with a unique "mind-reading" mechanic that alters the flow of the game instead of the
traditional choice system. As Blaire, you can choose to read the minds of teammates close to you, which will affect Blaire's
decisions later on. It's a unique system, because you gamble on your character's actions in exchange for information that may
hurt or help you, but you never know until it's too late.

The story is compelling, and the characters are not completely black and white. Some are easier to understand than others, and
one particularly is an enigma. The only character I am dissatisfied with is Korah, who started out as a pretty strong character,
but her influence on other characters was so minor, despite having claim to a strong personality. Granted, I have only played
through this game once, blind. Nonetheless, the writing for this game is quite solid.

The art leaves me slightly wanting, but it does a decent job (and I really like female Blaire!). I think the story comes first
though, and I was so engaged that I didn't mind the art at all. I also loved that while mind-reading, the character art would
change according to their thoughts. It was a thoughtful detail, and also made me smirk when I saw Verasmus smile mentally
when he was reunited with Blaire.

The romance department is lacking (but again, I only played once, romancing Mierol honestly by accident), but it's not a
department that I care about much anyways.

The music was very good, and enhanced the experience.

The only complaint I had was that it was difficult to gauge exactly when to read minds. There was no indicator to alert you that
characters' internal thoughts had changed, and I found myself anxiously clicking to "enter the void" every two lines in order to
see if Blaire's actions or words had any impact. Maybe putting a notification of a change would have distracted from the natural
uncertainty of mind-reading, but it would have saved me a bit of time.

Quantum Conscience is an immersive visual novel with a unique mechanic, and at its price, it's quite a steal. One route took
about 2 hours. It's worth supporting quality indie writing.. Good football (soccer) sim. Got it on sale for $20 cad. I enjoy the full
version but prefer the streamlined version of the game. Probably not worth buying every edition every year.

9\/10. this game is good, but its not the best

( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). MX Muy recomendable, importante leer el manual,
EN Great Jet, All good. Read POH. Sent hundreds of British infantrymen to their deaths at the hands of a single German
machinegunner. Had my officer stay as far away from combat as possible because he's expensive.
10/10 Just like it happened.. this game is fun but their are a bunch of problems like the camera and the crafting . I'm not sayin
that this game sucks or anything but their are buch of problems that the creaters will fix.
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